Leverage the Cloud to Modernize Your Technology
and Enable Business Goals

At a Glance
Organizations undergoing technology modernization can leverage the cloud to attain business goals. Solving for
business value requires organizations to optimize cloud infrastructure and apply the following key actions:
• Transform data processes
• Address people considerations
• Build compliance along each step of the transformation journey
• Optimize costs
• Streamline complexity

Is your organization modernizing its technology by leveraging the cloud to gain new sources of revenue, optimize
supply chains, reduce costs and increase market share? Successful organizations do not merely move traditional data
to cloud platforms to have better data access — they shift to the cloud by thinking differently, using the cloud as a tool
to achieve business goals by implementing a strong cloud infrastructure.
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Take your people along on the ride
Enterprise transformation demands change management
and navigating skillset considerations such as training
so that employees can operate with confidence and
evolve with your business. Companies should ensure they
are bringing their people along on the transformation
journey. As processes and technology change, employees
should be trained so skillsets align with new approaches.
To maximize ROI, organizations must think innovatively
by adopting new practices like Agile for work effort
management and DevOps for rapid provisioning of
business solutions into the cloud.

to weigh cloud costs against benefits. FinOps can bring
financial accountability to the variable costs of cloud
infrastructure, helping organizations have a pulse on the
financial health of their cloud environment.

Complexity can crush clarity
Uncontrolled complexity causes chaos. An in-depth
understanding of the current cloud environment is
essential as it facilitates subsequent modernization later
down the line — as compared to the complexity of trying
to understand the data environment along the journey.
Companies should not overcomplicate deployment simply
to use new cloud technologies. Working with the Cloud

Compliance is not an afterthought
Compliance and security should be built by design
and integrated into cloud solutions to enable better
and safer consumption and to leverage the innovative
nature of cloud services within your organization.
Automation affords different approaches to achieving
compliance. Cloud deployment can be automatically
driven, with entities spinning up numerous new systems
while incorporating security and compliance along
the way. Cloud-native paradigms such as DevSecOps
can simultaneously incorporate compliance into
deployments. In comparison, traditional controls scan
for vulnerabilities and apply patches at endpoints in
time. This can put organizations at risk during patch
deployment and leave them blind with no insight —
unless they automate compliance controls.

Service Provider (CSP) and partners, organizations should
aim to use the consumption of cloud to reduce complexity
and define this as a target of transformation.

Have a 360° C-suite
Effective cloud that aligns with business strategies comes
from C-suite executives who communicate early and
collaborate often. C-suite executives who understand how
cloud infrastructure enables their business goals have a
greater likelihood of achieving those goals. All members
of the team must come with an understanding and
alignment towards a common business case. It is then
that all aspects of cloud are addressed, including cost,
security, complexity, people and process. For example,
having CFO buy-in early to support upfront investment is
essential. Likewise, ensuring the chief data officer (CDO)
and chief marketing officer (CMO) collaborate on how the

Watch costs
It is easy to acquire technology that exceeds needs or
requirements — and it is even easier to forget to turn
technology off when it is underutilized. Insufficient
control on technology expanse results in excessive
and unnecessary costs, so it is important to ensure
that costs are well-managed and substantiated. Cloud,
finance and procurement teams should work together

cloud infrastructure supports the business case is critical
to achieving revenue results. When communication
and collaboration are lacking, conflicting scenarios
develop — although revenue may increase, risk also
may be higher. A growing concern among clients is the
movement of more production workloads to the cloud.
Production workloads with sensitive data require having
compliance in place, now more important than ever.
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Engaging the C-suite about departmental challenges and

•

Chief data officer (CDO) — Knowing data location
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some issues that are important for certain executives to
be aware of, including:
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Chief marketing officer (CMO) — Cloud can enable
a holistic user experience across end points so that

Chief financial officer (CFO) — While consuming the

services integrate with call centers, mobile apps,

cloud is easier across the organization, a lack of control

home assistant devices and other access points. This

can allow costs to spiral. Implementing controls ahead

affords richer data to elevate enterprise offerings

of time can save money and provide greater oversight.

that are delivered to consumers.

The impact of infrastructure changing from CapEx to

Last but not least, business leaders and employees

a consumption-driven OpEx model should be analyzed

are the beneficiaries of a solid cloud infrastructure,

and understood.

as the end result is increased speed and delivery from

Chief risk officer (CRO)/chief compliance officer

enterprise to client.

(CCO) — Understanding the differences in how CROs
and CCOs control risk is important due to the shift
from interim approvals to DevOps automation. A

•

Where do companies go from here?

combination of learning and incorporating appropriate

An organization’s phase in its transformation

checks into automation processes is important.

journey determines next steps. Entities at the

Chief audit executive (CAE) — With the
automation that cloud infrastructure brings,
controls become codified where they were
previously in easy-to-comprehend word
documents. To address codification, auditors
must acquire the proper training to understand
and read code and provide assurance on the
proper design and operation of automation.

beginning of their cloud adoption journey should
plan, analyze their current environment, assess their
workforce and determine and augment skillsets.
Entities further along in the cloud journey should
look for ongoing optimization opportunities and
continuous improvement. Lastly, enterprises
approaching completion of cloud transformation
should solidify benefits in accordance with those
defined in the cloud transformation business plan.
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About Protiviti
Protiviti (www.protiviti.com) is a global consulting firm that delivers deep expertise, objective insights, a tailored approach and unparalleled
collaboration to help leaders confidently face the future. Protiviti and our independent and locally owned Member Firms provide clients with
consulting and managed solutions in finance, technology, operations, data, analytics, governance, risk and internal audit through our network
of more than 85 offices in over 25 countries.
Named to the 2021 Fortune 100 Best Companies to Work For® list, Protiviti has served more than 60 percent of Fortune 1000 and 35 percent of Fortune Global 500
companies. The firm also works with smaller, growing companies, including those looking to go public, as well as with government agencies. Protiviti is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Robert Half (NYSE: RHI). Founded in 1948, Robert Half is a member of the S&P 500 index.

For more information, please contact us at TechnologyConsulting@protiviti.com.
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